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Steganography techniques for medical images are alternatives to cryptology, which embed the patient 

personal information, health reports or other biological signals into the medical images. These methods 

can be categorized into the least significant bit (LSB) based, the region of non-interest (RONI) based, 

and the reversible steganography. LSB based method in the spatial domain has high imperceptibility 

and embedding capacity but it is vulnerable against steg-attacks. RONI based steganography is 

performed in the spatial or transform domain, whose capacity depends on the RONI area size of a 

medical image. Reversible steganography in spatial domain reconstructs the original medical image 

after embedding patient data. This study aims to secure patient personal information in the file headers 

of medical images against steg-attacks with a new stego system. In the message preprocessing, it is 

encrypted by DNA encoding and then it is compressed by Huffman compression to increase complexity 

and the embedding capacity. The message is embedded by Discrete Wavelet Transform and Singular 

Value Decomposition. 20 patients’ cover and stego Magnetic Resonance Images (MRIs) with different 

size are compared by structural similarity measure (SSIM), universal quality index (UQI), and peak 

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to determine the quality of the proposed stego system.   
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Introduction 

An electronic personal health record (EPHR) includes a lot of information about the patient  

such as personal data, medical history, diagnosis and medications, and medical test reports etc. As  

a result of technological advances in health, patient’s EPHR is made easily accessible on open  

networks. Since patient data is so valuable to cyber-criminal, there is a life-threatening risk for patients 

[1-7].   

Medical image (X-ray, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound, 

etc.) is used as a non-invasive method to assist diagnosis or treatment of an illness. In a picture archiving 

and communication system (PACS) system, medical images are stored and exchanged by a Digital 

Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) file format standard which has a file header and 

image pixels [1, 8-11]. The file header of DICOM has patient information such as name, ID, birth date, 

age, gender, weight, and address with other image information details. There are many non-commercial 

applications to process and preserve medical images in DICOM format. A DICOM viewer also  
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demonstrates patient information into the file header of DICOM. According to health standard, patient 

personal data into DICOM file needs to be protected against cyber-attacks [8-11].  

For this reason, DICOM files are encrypted by a symmetric, asymmetric, or hashing encryption 

when transferring in local or open networks. Furthermore, steganography is also an alternative method to 

ensure the security of medical images [1, 6-7].   

Steganography is a data hiding science which uses a text, image, or video file as a cover object to 

embed a secret message [1, 12]. The achievement of the steganography is related to the imperceptibility 

of the message, the capacity, and robustness of the system [1, 6-7, 12]. In image steganography, the 

embedding process is performed in the spatial domain or transform domain. Spatial domain techniques 

(LSB embedding, palette sorting, histogram shifting methods, and etc.) are vulnerable to compression, 

filtering, and geometric distortion. However, transform domain techniques (Discrete Cosine Transform-

DCT, Discrete Fourier Transform-DFT, and Discrete Wavelet Transform-DWT) are quite robust against 

the same attacks [1,12-19]. 

In medical image steganography, patient personal information, health reports or other biological 

signals are embedded into the medical images. In literature, medical image steganography methods can be 

categorized into the least significant bit (LSB) based, the region of non-interest (RONI) based, and the 

reversible steganography. LSB based method in the spatial domain has high imperceptibility and 

embedding capacity but it is vulnerable against steg-attacks. RONI based steganography is  

performed in the spatial or the transform domain, whose capacity depends on RONI area size  

of the medical image. Reversible steganography in spatial domain reconstructs the original medical image 

after embedding patient data, and the high embedding message capacity affects its imperceptibility [1, 6-

7, 13-19].  

This study aims to secure patient personal information into the file headers of medical images with a 

new stego system to ensure imperceptibility and robustness against steg-attacks. First, the embedding 

message is encrypted by DNA encoding and then it is compressed by Huffman compression to increase 

complexity and the embedding capacity. Second, DICOM images are decomposed into four subbands 

which are LL (approximation), LH (horizontal), HL (vertical) and HH (diagonal). Singular values of LL 

band are used to hide the message.  

Material and Methods 

In this study, 20 patients’ three MR images with 512x512 and 16 bit were obtained from the Medicine 

Faculty of Cumhuriyet University (Project No: Tekno-017). Matlab Platform was used to code and test 

the proposed method. The embedding message was each gathered from the file headers of DICOM 

images separately. It included patient’s personal information (name, id, birth date, sex, age, weight, and 

address), study information (date, time, id, modality, and description), and series information (date, time, 

and description).  

The embedding stage of the proposed method can be shown in Figure 1. First, the message was 

encoded by DNA encryption with a 128-bit stego-key of expert doctor and then the encrypted message 

was compressed by Huffman lossless compression method. Second, the embedding message was 

converted into two-dimensional matrices by using the size of the cover image. Third, the cover DICOM 

image file and the message were decomposed into subbands by DWT method. The embedding was 

generated by adjusting the singular values LL subbands of the cover image with the message’s singular 

values.  In the proposed stego system, patient personal information was deleted from the header of the 

stego DICOM image.  
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Figure 1. Message embedding stage of the proposed method 

The extracting message stage can be shown in Figure 2. First, the subbands were obtained from stego 

DICOM image by DWT. The singular values of LL subband were decomposed and then they were used 

to extract the hidden message with inverse DWT.  The extracted message was  decompressed by Huffman 

compression and it was decrypted by DNA decoding.  Expert doctor with the stego-key can only analysis 

patient information after the extracting message.  

The quality of the proposed system is determined by structural similarity measure (SSIM), universal 

quality index (UQI), and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) between the cover and stego DICOM images. 

The details of these methods can be found in [1, 19].  
 

 

Figure 2. Message extracting stage of the proposed method 
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1. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 

DWT gives both temporal and frequency information with using multiple filters. In DWT, the detail 

coefficients of the image are found by the high-pass filter (H), and the approximation coefficients of the 

image are extracted by the low-pass filter (L), as it can be shown in Figure 3. Two level decomposition of 

the DWT gives four subbands which are LL (approximation), LH (horizontal), HL (vertical) and HH 

(diagonal). LL subband ensures to reconstruct the image by inverse DWT. The formula of DWT is 

represented in Eq. 1 and Eq.2 for an image [19-20].  
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Where f is an image with m x n size. In Eq.1,  

0( , , )W j m n
ϕ

  represents the approximation of the image. 

( , , )iW j m n
ψ

 gives the horizontal, vertical and diagonal details [19-20].  

 

Figure 3. Two level decomposition process of DWT with low and high-pass filters 

2. DNA Encryption 

DNA encryption is a hiding data in terms of DNA sequence. A human deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has 

four bases which are adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). In DNA encryption, each 

letter of a message is converted into four bases of DNA [21-22].  

The steps of the DNA encryption used in the study are given below. 

i. Encode bit values of the message as A (00), T (01), C (10) and G (11). 

ii. Create the one-time key (OTP) by using stego key of expert doctor and convert it into DNA 

bases.  

iii. Generate the bit values of the message 

iv. Encrypt the message with OTP key: 
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If binary data is ‘0’, transfer the first base of OTP without changing. 

If binary data is ‘1’, transfer the first base of OTP with changing (A pairs with T, G pairs with C)  

OTP key is  : TCAGAGTT 

Message bits  : 01010101… 

Encrypted Message : TGACACTA 

The steps of the DNA decryption used in the study are given below. 

i. Convert encrypted message into DNA bases.  

ii. Convert the OTP key into DNA bases.  

iii. Compare encrypted message with the OTP key:  

If the base of message and OTP key is the same, the bit of the decrypted message is assigned as 0. 

If the base of message and OTP key is the difference, the bit of the decrypted message is assigned  

as 1. 

OTP key is   : TCAGAGTT 

Encrypted Message  : TGACACTA 

Decrypted Message bits : 01010101 

Results and Discussion 

The differences between cover and stego MR images can be given in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6. The 

proposed stego system ensures the imperceptibility. Furthermore, patient personal information was 

deleted from stego DICOM images, and expert doctor with a stego-key can only analyze it. As it can be 

seen in Figure 3, 4 and 5, there is no significant difference between the histograms of cover and stego 

images. 

The performance of the proposed stego system was evaluated by PSNR, SSIM, UQI metrics. The 

mean PSNR values of 20 patients are given in Figure 6. These values changed between 55.18 and 56. 81 

dB (decibel). In literature, PSNR values have to be higher than 35 dB to achieve imperceptibility [1, 19].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. (a) Cover image and its histogram (b)Stego image and its histogram 
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Figure 4. (a) Cover image and its histogram (b)Stego image and its histogram 

 

 

 

Figure 5. (a) Cover image and its histogram (b)Stego image and its histogram 
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Figure 6. The mean of PSNR values between stego and cover MR images. 

The mean UQI values of the proposed stego system ranged between 0.82563 and 0.99996, as it can 

be seen in Figure 7. The mean SSIM values of DICOM images in Figure 8 are found between 0.999879 

and 0.999989. According to the obtained performance results, the proposed stego sytem has high 

imperceptibility and robustness against the steg-attacks because the embedding process is generated in the 

transform domain with discrete wavelet.  

 

Figure 7. The mean of UQI values between stego and cover MR images. 

 

Figure 8. The mean of SSIM values between stego and cover MR images. 
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Conclusion 

In this study, a new stego system is proposed to ensure the patient personal information in the header of 

DICOM images. For this reason, DWT and SVD methods were combined to embed the message into 

images. It also assured the robustness of the embedding process. The message was encoded by DNA 

encoding to develop an unbreakable system and it was compressed by Hufmann to increase the message 

complexity. Three MR images of 20 patients are used to evaluate the proposed stego system with the 

performance metrics as PSNR, UQI, and SSIM values. According to the obtained results, the proposed 

stego system can be used to secure patient personal information into DICOM images. 
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